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INTRODUCTION
Australia's Real Estate Investment Trust (A-REIT) sector has experienced a turbulent decade. During that time, many A-REITs were transformed from a largely low risk/low return, stable rental income based investments to much higher risk and return investments. They were punished in the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) as a consequence.
A-REITs traditionally earned profits and paid distributions from their largely Australian investment property rental income. However, in the mid-2000's, A-REITs began to pursue higher earnings and distribution growth. They increasingly introduced other income streams such as development, funds management, offshore investment and even mezzanine lending. Following the introduction of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) in 2005, A-REITs also began to account for unrealised gains in property values as income, as changes to the "fair value of investment properties" moved from the Balance Sheet to the Profit and Loss Statement. These combined new sources of income were lucrative and gave the A-REITs higher earnings growth but also increased risk.
At the same time, credit became cheaper and more plentiful. Banks allowed A-REITs to expand their balance sheets with higher debt to equity ratios. A-REIT sector gearing peaked at almost 45%, up from around 30% at the beginning of the decade. A-REITs took advantage of higher gearing levels to fund distribution pay-outs exceeding underlying earnings. At the same time, the increased availability and lower cost of debt also contributed to ballooning property values, as investors, particularly A-REITs, could afford to and did pay more for properties. This created a cycle of increasing property values and debt levels, as A-REITs took advantage of resultant higher portfolio values, by leveraging against the gains to boost dividend pay-outs and acquire more assets.
Distributing more than underlying earnings became a serious problem in the A-REIT sector following the onset of the GFC. The practice was proven unsustainable, as it involved paying out unrealised gains as income while relying on increasing asset values and availability of cheap debt for funding. When property markets crashed in the GFC, most A-REITs experienced large declines in portfolio values and even greater equity destruction. Distributions were reduced or suspended altogether while A-REITs undertook debt reduction and re-capitalisation.
In response, A-REITs have dramatically changed their risk profile and distribution policies from the constant and 'at all cost' striving for earnings and distribution growth to a more "back to basics" business approach and distribution payouts in-line with underlying earnings.
In this paper, the significance of the changes to A-REIT earnings and distribution practices are analysed through decomposition of financial statements across the decade for 10 major A-REITs. The reasons for the changes are then explored through semi-structured interviews with 5 industry experts.
LITERATURE REVIEW
There has been considerable research into the dividend payout policies of firms and some of these studies, such as Wang et al (1993) , Chan et al (2003) and Hardin and Hill (2008) have focussed on REITs. The majority of these use data from the United States where there are different taxation regulations regarding the compulsory payout of income returns. However, the basic trust structure and regulatory environment is similar enough for these studies to be applied to A-REITs. The breakdown of the income and capital components of dividends is not well researched. The payout policy of a REIT affects growth, long-term sustainability and influences capital investment and there have been few key quantitative studies researching this topic. REIT dividend payment is shown to be discretionary and determined by Management.
REIT returns
Total returns are the sum of capital returns and income returns. Historically, income returns for traditional property based A-REITs are the rental monies received from properties' tenants net of operating costs. Capital returns are the gains received from selling their assets. The recent changes in the industry have added extra income return sources to total returns. Managing property, developing property and financial hedges were shown to be increasing returns, and simultaneously increasing risk and diminishing the defensive attributes of A-REITs (Newell & Tan, 2005) . The reliance on steady rental income fell from 96% in 2000 to 87% in 2004 (Oliver, 2004) , which shows a large shift in the investment paradigm and management of A-REITs.
Dividend policy
Traditionally, distributions from A-REITs have been sourced from the income returns with capital growth distributed when assets are sold. A-REITs distribute the majority of income returns as they are not subject to income tax if they are passed on to unitholders who receive the tax benefits of property ownership. Distributions are an indication of future performance (Kallberg et al, 2003) . A fall in distributions can have a large effect on the share price. REITs will pay out conservative dividends if they predict a higher volatility in future earnings to save cash and ensure a consistent pay out amount (Bradley et al, 1998) . The risk of future earnings is related to specific cash flows, not systematic or market related risk. Bradley et al (1998) analyse this volatility in terms of: -Leverage, measured by the debt to equity ratio; -Diversification, geographic and property classes; and -Changes in net tangible asset valuation (NTA).
Any distribution in excess of the reported net income is attributable to the decisions of Management (Hardin and Hill, 2008) . They also found that REITs use short-term debt to finance dividends in excess of net income if they are supported by existing and prospective future operating cash flows. Hardin and Hill (2008) believe well-performing REITs should be rewarded by being allowed to retain some earnings for investment purposes. Other researchers agree with this idea, however, the practice is not apparent in the Industry. This will be discussed further. Wang et al (1993) ask why REITs simultaneously pay out dividends and raise money in capital markets given the high cost associated with raising capital. They found that REITs were paying out 165% of compulsory payments, showing that payout policies of REITs, which were previously regarded as well regulated, are in fact considerably up to the discretion of Management. They conclude dividend policies are at least partially determined by agency costs where there is a cost for information asymmetry and it can be cheaper for Management to be monitored by capital markets. Chan et al (2003) find that finite life REITs pay out higher distributions than infinite life REITs, as they do not need to conserve cash for reinvestment because they have a specific lifespan. A-REITs listed on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) are subject to very long fixed terms governed by their trust deeds, typically 80 years or more. Therefore they have characteristics of infinite life REITs and should theoretically be conserving cash to reinvest in assets. Property as an asset class requires reinvestment for maintenance capital expenditure on existing properties and this is generally covered by the depreciation tax deduction. Properties' quality and functionality, and consequently their income generating potential, decline over time without capital expenditure. REITs must reinvest to maintain future earnings. Modigliani and Miller (1958) outline the market value maximisation approach, which is all investment and capital structure decisions should be made to increase the longterm market value of company. Whilst increasing dividends will do that in the shortterm, long-term sustainability requires reinvestment. Modigliani and Miller also argue that the managers should not take into account the current unit-holder preferences, but those of the potential unit-holders who will be attracted to the good management of the company. Interestingly, Modigliani and Miller believe shareholder value is determined by profit, not just distributions, and the division between the two "in any period is a mere detail". Hardin and Hill (2008) found that REITs do not have sufficient cash flow to substantially increase assets under management and must rely on injections of money from capital markets instead. From capital markets, REITs obtain short-term debt, long-term debt and additional equity. They believe REITs must act in the way that best reduces agency costs associated with raising debt and equity capital because of their reliance on capital markets. This follows on from Wang et al (1993) who found shareholders prefer to receive high dividends and use the capital markets to assess management performance, usually via the scrutiny associated with public capital raisings.
Expansion and long-term sustainability

Capital structure
Capital structure comprises the financing components of a firm, namely debt and equity, and the related ratio thereof. Capital to expand and finance REITs can be secured through: -Debt; -Dividend Reinvestment Plans (DRPs); -Retained earnings; or -Equity offerings.
Whilst retaining earnings can be the easiest and most cost-effective way to increase company equity, this practice is not usually adopted due to the perceived impact lowering distributions has on share price (Bradley et al, 1998) . Ott et al (2005) found that between 1981 and 1999 only 7% of REIT investment was derived from retained earnings in comparison to 70% for industrial companies. The majority of REIT investment came from equity and long-term debt (84%) and the remainder from preferred stock and short-term debt (9%) (Ott et al, 2005) . There is limited research available on DRPs and their use in the REIT industry.
Studies have been done on the financing decisions of REITs to determine why they choose certain capital structures. The three theories tested are pecking order theory, trade-off theory and market timing theory (Feng et al, 2007 and . The pecking order theory looks at obtaining finance through the option of least resistance. For most firms the cheapest finance to arrange is retained earnings, and then debt finance, with equity being the most expensive. However, as A-REITs require a flow-through of income to avoid massive tax penalties, they struggle to finance expansion with retained earnings because they distribute most of their income (Hardin & Hill, 2007 and . As shown by Ott et al (2005) , they instead rely heavily on injections of equity and long-term debt. If the pecking order theory was used, A-REITs would retain capital where possible.
The trade-off theory is when a balance is found between tax-deductible interest payments and the cost of financial distress (Feng et al, 2007) . There are advantages and disadvantages to both debt finance and equity finance and there will be an optimal ratio whereby any increase in the use of one will increase the overall cost of capital. The market timing theory is when firms issue shares at high prices and re-purchase at low prices. describe REIT share price as the value the public equity market places on their cash flows and REIT Net Asset Value (NAV) as the private equity measure of the same cash flows. If the stock price is high in relation to the NAV then public equity will be the cheaper source of finance and REITs will be more likely to issue equity raisings. found that market timing was the best supported theory. REITs are most likely to issue equity after high returns are achieved and when there is a suitable difference between the public and private equity markets. They believe managers do not use the market timing theory because the assets are overvalued, but simply because it is cheaper. The pecking order theory is not prevalent from their research due to the non-reliance on retained earnings and findings that firms that return capital are more likely to issue equity.
Managerial impact
The impact of managerial motives is an interesting point of discussion. Ghosh and Sirmans (2006) question whether director interests are aligned with shareholders' interests in REITs and whether they perform differently if they are given cash compensation or 'long term rewards' in the form of share ownership. Corporations are monitored internally by directors and externally monitored by the threat of hostile takeover. Ghosh and Sirmans (2006) believe this motivates managers to either perform well or to entrench themselves so they cannot be dismissed.
Ghosh and Sirmans' findings can be briefly summed up as following:
1. Poor performance results in a higher Distribution payout; 2. A larger Board size will deliver a smaller Distribution payout; 3. The longer the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) tenure, the higher the Distribution payout; and 4. CEO ownership will result in lower Distribution payouts.
It is claimed high dividends are a way poor performing managers attract investors; and managers who perform well do not need to pay high dividends. This is consistent with theory that if managers are believed to be acting in the best interests of the unit-holder and have shown they can effectively create shareholder wealth then retained earnings are "regarded as equivalent to a fully subscribed, pre-emptive issue of common stock" (Modigliani and Miller, 1958) . Ghosh and Sirmans (2006) believe unit-holders require higher returns from poor managers, because if they did retain cash they would spend it on "value-destroying projects". Ghosh and Sirmans (2006) observe a larger board size will make management more independent, resulting in lower distributions.
The third finding relates to the negative perception that the longer a CEO serves, the more entrenched he or she becomes. The unit-holders will then demand higher dividends to protect their interests.
The fourth finding shows the positive relationship between market capitalisation to book value ratio and is a proxy for growth opportunities. Ghosh and Sirmans find managers perform better if they are unit-holders as they are motivated to have good long-term growth. CEOs with ownership are more likely to seek out investments with long-term profitability meaning ownership would help the implementation of the market value maximisation approach set out by Modigliani and Miller in 1958. Payout policies of REITs and their influences have been researched widely. However, there are still gaps in the literature regarding the capital and income components of distributions. The payout policies often determine the capital structure and the ways in which REITs will raise money to expand and are therefore important for the long-term sustainability of the trust. The dividend policy changes that have occurred recently in the A-REIT industry are apt for study.
METHODOLOGY AND DATA
Background
As the purpose of this study is to explore the nature, rather than extent, of the practice of distributing non-free cash flow profits, a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches were used. The grounded theory works well when there is not a large body of knowledge in the area and the issue is current. Most studies done on A-REITs have been quantitative correlation studies on historic data and are somewhat out-dated due to recent turmoil in the sector. Additionally, there is very little literature regarding behavioural considerations of REIT distribution decisions. Qualitative research with a grounded theory approach was chosen to fill some of the large gaps in the current body of knowledge.
The objects are to:
1. Explain the nature of the problem of A-REITs distributing unrealised gains as distributions to shareholders; 2. Investigate why the above occurred; and 3. Consider how industry practice has changed due to recent happenings in the world economic situation.
The research problem and extent of the phenomena was determined by analysis of quantitative data and the nature, causes and effects of the problems are explored using a qualitative approach and semi-structured interview technique. The outcomes of this research will add to the small body of knowledge in the area, leading to a better understanding of the A-REIT distribution process and awareness of past mistakes.
Financial data analysis
Analysis of the financial statements of ten leading A-REITs was performed, looking at the differences and correlations between reported profit and loss, revaluations and distributions. The A-REITs were chosen either for their size or their performance during the GFC. The financial annual reports from 2000 to 2010 were obtained (where possible) and the appropriate data extracted. Regressions were performed to find the correlation between distributions and underlying earnings data.
Semi-structured interviews
Once a trend was found from the data, the reasons could then be explored qualitatively. A semi-structured technique was used so any leads that emerged could be followed up and to obtain a depth of knowledge on the interview topic. Interviews were conducted in October 2010 with two A-REIT managers (RM1 and RM2), two investment fund managers (FM1 and FM2) and one equities analyst (EA) to obtain rich data. They were chosen because of their experience (i.e.+10 years each) and to show a variety of views, A-REIT association and investment interest. All interviewees participated anonymously.
The industry experts were asked the following questions:
-What are the benefits of giving out non-cash earnings (i.e. unrealised earnings) ? -Do you think giving out non-cash earnings is a sustainable practice? -Do you believe distributions are 'an indication of future earnings'? -According to Modigliani and Miller's theory, retained earnings and distributions should both be considered income for unit-holders -as retained earnings indicate an investment in future earnings. Do you think either investors or managers in the A-REIT sector consider this theory ? -Ghosh and Sirmans (2006) find that poor performing REITs have higher payout policies, as though investors need an incentive to hold shares in that REIT. Do you think this is apparent in the A-REIT sector or highlighted in the GFC?
The interviews were transcribed and the data sorted into a spreadsheet for ease of analysis. Answers to the interview questions were then assessed for trends and differences. Many common themes and examples arose, but the industry experts all had varying viewpoints, giving a range of answers for some of the questions.
RESULTS
The change between the correlation coefficients (R) over the past decade can be seen in Table 1 The full statistical data can be sourced from the authors.
Interview results
The industry experts all gave similar reasons for the trend of paying out more than underlying earnings which emerged from the statistical data. These reasons were increasing distribution yields and share price. The higher yields benefited shareholders and made equity raisings more attractive to potential investors (EA and RM2). Both fund managers saw the higher distribution as a way to increase share price, which allows access to cheaper finance and thwarts potential takeovers. RM1 said they did it to keep up with everyone else who was giving out high distributions; there was competition for capital and they did not want to get left behind. Increases in earnings growth were all important at the time and giving out high distributions was an easy and cheap way to fund growth.
Similarly, all the industry experts interviewed agreed the practice was unsustainable and this was exposed by the impact of the GFC. RM1 said when you're at the top of the cycle, you never think, "this isn't sustainable, you just go with it." RM2 observes it is only sustainable while asset values are increasing and banks keep lending money and if you were to attempt this practice now, analysts will "slaughter you" and banks will not give the Trusts money. Interestingly, when asked this question, EA, FM1 and FM2 all referred to the limited detail on maintenance capital expenditure and depreciation figures within financial statements. They obviously see this as an area where REITs lack transparency. The amount a trust depreciates their assets and spends on maintaining their assets annually affects the long-term sustainability of the trust.
From the interviews, it was noted distributions are not always regarded as an indication of future earnings. FM1 believes the market is making it clear it believes there is a difference between distributions and earnings and this is one of the big changes the sector is coming to grips with. FM2 said while dividend yield was used to compare trusts in the early 1990s they no longer look at it as a value indicator as the trusts have such diverse payout ratios. Similarly, RM2 says distributions used to be excellent indicators of future earnings but now due to leverage and other income streams, one year's earning does not really indicate the following year's earnings. However, EA makes the point directors must be comfortable with what they are paying out as they do not want a fluctuating unit price and RM1 notes "in the good times everyone assumes it is all positive so in that sense, yes, they are seen as an indicator". RM1's trust forecasted earnings growth, which helps to explain why distributions were higher than underlying earnings; they could pay out the forecasted growth in advance because debt was so cheap.
Modigliani and Miller's theory of retaining earnings and its use in the A-REIT sector had mixed reviews. EA and FM2 treat retained earnings as income if the managers have a positive use for the money internally. RM1 can see the benefits of this theory as from a trust manager perspective it stops them borrowing money and raising equity. However, RM1 knows most of the investors bought their shares for the distribution income and value their holding accordingly. RM1 and FM1 both gave the example if REIT distributions are steady at 100% of taxable earnings then are reduced to 80%, the share price will fall accordingly. RM2 says the practice of retaining earnings is not apparent because investors hold these shares to receive an income stream. If they want dividends to be reinvested, they can use Dividend Reinvestment Plans (DRPs).
The industry professionals interviewed agreed many REITs showed signs of Ghosh and Sirmans' theory that poor performing REITs have a higher payout ratio but the market is aware of this practice now. EA and FM2 both said low performing REITs have high payout ratios because they cannot prove they can reinvest retained earnings wisely. RM1 names Centro as the 'classic example' of a REIT paying out more distributions than earnings, where you could not work out what you were getting for your unit. EA sees Westfield as an example where the REIT has a lower payout ratio as they have proved they can reinvest and grow the company. RM2 believes this theory was more apparent in the US REIT market. FM2 notes, whilst they do not base investment choices on dividend yields, there are many REITs, such as Colonial First State Retail Trust, with a high payout ratio, which are not poor performing. Bradley et al, (1998) find that REITs will lower their distributions to conserve cash if they predict a higher volatility in future earnings. Cash is conserved to supplement future distributions, as a fall in dividend payout will affect a REITs share price, as that is how investors value their holding. However A-REITs do not seem to have considered this as before the GFC they were consistently giving out more than underlying earnings, seemingly only concerned with the short-term results of their actions. Bradley et al's three measures of volatility: the debt to equity ratio, diversification and changes in NTA are the very things A-REITs exploited to pay out a higher distribution. When there were positive increases in the NTA value, rather than lowering the debt to equity ratio, REITs used the additional "equity" to increase distributions to shareholders. When the credit crunch occurred in late 2007, asset values fell and banks called in their loans. Distributions fell dramatically, and combined with the large and discounted equity raisings, there was a consequential fall in the share prices.
DISCUSSION
RM1's answers agree with Hardin and Hill's (2008) research where they found shortterm debt is used to finance distributions in excess of net income. Whilst distributing more than underlying earnings, RM1's trust were simultaneously forecasting earnings growth for the following years. However, in many cases, REIT managers' reliance on readily available and cheap debt became unsustainable, excessive and irresponsible. The constant striving for earnings growth influenced REIT managers to make decisions to benefit shareholders and share price in the short term. These short-term decisions were not necessarily profitable in the medium to long term.
The observations of the industry experts and the actions of the markets agree with the findings of Wang et al (1993) . Shareholders prefer the high payout ratios so they can use capital markets to monitor management decisions. Whilst there are benefits to retaining earnings, investors traditionally invest in REITs for the stable, high-income returns. DRPs allow them to reinvest if they believe the REIT is able to manage the money well and grow the company.
Modigliani and Miller's market value maximisation theory is seen to have benefits, but its use in the A-REIT sector is not observed by the industry experts to be widely apparent. The most common reason that arose was most shareholders are retail investors who buy shares in REITs for the steady income dividends and that is how they price their holding. Trust tax law encourages a high payout of income earnings through high taxation of retained earnings. REITs therefore tend to pay high distributions and access the equity market if capital is required. If the tax structure of REITs were different, there could be less distribution expectation from investors, allowing for more retained earnings for reinvestment and capital growth. The results show A-REITs prefer to pay out high distributions to maintain a high yield and support the share price, thereby making the stock more attractive to investors. To achieve this, REITs looked for new income streams to increase their distributions. Property and funds management, financial hedging, offshore investment and development successfully gave the A-REITs higher income sources, although at a cost of higher risk. Simultaneously, the global economy was awash with cheap and easily accessible debt and property values were rapidly rising. For some A-REITs, their interest cost was just 25 basis points over bank bill rates, making debt cheaper and easier to access than equity. These conditions allowed A-REITs to achieve pay out significant non-realised earnings.
The interviewees agreed that IFRS exacerbated the practice of paying out more than free-cash flow profits. It was agreed institutional investors should know to strip back revaluations from financial statements to find underlying earnings. However, whilst retail investors also had access to all the relevant information, the interviewees agreed they could have been misled as to the actual performance of the REIT and the origin of the distribution payout.
The research agrees with findings that the market timing theory of capital structure is the most commonly used by A-REITs. They tend to give high distributions so the market values their share price highly and they can issue equity raisings. They observe that if the share price is high in relation to the NAV then public equity will be a cheaper source of finance. However, do not acknowledge the share price may be artificially overvalued due to the distribution of non-free cash flow earnings and the effect this has on the long-term value of the stock.
CONCLUSION
As indicated by the research, increasing earnings and distributions is key to a higher share price in the REIT sector. In the pre-GFC period of the last decade, A-REIT managers were encouraged by the market to find ways to boost earnings and distribution growth beyond that afforded by the traditional source of investment property income. Consequently, A-REITs pursued income streams from nontraditional and increasingly risky sources such as development, funds management and even mezzanine lending.
A-REITs also took advantage of changes to accounting standards in 2005 that enabled un-realised gains in investment portfolio values to be treated as profit, while exploiting liberally available and cheap debt to fund distributing those unrealised gains.
The global surfeit of cheap debt had a cyclical effect on property markets, producing a price bubble:
-The increasing level and availability of debt led to higher asset prices and valuations; -Allowing A-REITs to refinance and access more debt capital; -With refinancing at higher debt to equity ratios allowing access to more debt capital; -Leading to higher asset prices and valuations.
The use of debt under these circumstances to fund distribution of un-realised profits was only sustainable whilst asset values continued to increase. The GFC brought an end to the magic-pudding-like approach to distributions that had seduced the sector. The A-REITs evidently did not factor in the possibility or consequences of a credit squeeze and fall in asset values, focussed purely on short-term earnings and distribution growth to support share prices. When the GFC hit, the highly geared A-REIT sector was savaged. Paradoxically, the practices employed to boost share prices led to their demise.
Since the GFC, A-REITs have adopted a back-to-basics approach to business, largely reverting to their traditional passive nature and sources of income. A more conservative approach to distribution payout ratios has now been adopted based around cash earnings. The use of debt to fund distributions has now ceased and gearing levels have also been significantly reduced an important acknowledgement by the A-REITs of the unsustainability past practices.
Collectively these actions have simplified the A-REIT sector and represent a lower risk approach more focussed on long-term sustainability. While financial restoration of the A-REIT sector is largely complete, it may be much longer before the credibility of the once world leading sector is also restored.
